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)ear 'ar. Briggs, 

on Saturday, the eight; I received from Dote Wrone a copy of Jour letter 

to him of the third and copies of the eatrte and the anonymous reviews of his 

book. Le sought uy advice on his response. I read what he sent me later that 

day and prepared a rough draft, ehich with me means a very rough draft, on 

Sunday, the ninth. It is more than twenty pages. On eonday, as I do on Wed- 

nesday and Friday, the first six hours of the day was taken by kidney dialysis. 
(rn.tr A 

Ifwealcens me and all I could do after that was write a meek shorter Garment 

on the anonymous review, uhich is of an entirely different nature. Ihave. not 

yet had time to read and correct it and forward both to Wrone. I go into time 

restrictions on me because Iou seem to have a deadline only ten days away and 

aside from being enfeebled by my age, I am almost 87, I also have a much more 

feeble wife to care for as best I can-she is much more limited in her canabilities-

and we live 1_ the country. Today, at 7:45 a.m., I will be driven to the Johns 

Hopkins in Baltimore, Where I am a hematology patient, for two consultations. 
A 

The trip alone tires me excessively so I cannot eepect to get more done after 

I return.Deut I feel the urgent need to write you at greater length than is 

usual Oecause of the unuusual peaition in which you are and of the deplorable 

situation in which Vrene is. 

first, beeeuee you may regard it as a reason to believe that I may be pre- 

judiced in what I say, I tell you that Wrone is find for keen; has been one of 

my dearest end closest frieds. But I do assure you that what I say is not moti- 

vated by friendship or led, prejudicae. 

I hope that my eife may be able to arrange for this to be sent you by E 

mail while I am gone so I also apologize for my typing. and my writing. Neither can 

be anlbetter, I regret. I also have to type with my legs elevated tor medical 

reasons. 

I asked Wrone if he would mind if I were to write you about the uniqueness 

of the special problem you did not 	you faced and he agreed. I asked hi4o 

write you and ask that you ask Kurtz to provide you with the proofs of his most 

coeieon criticism of the 'drone book, my allegeded influence on him and my alleged 

numerous errors in what I have written and published, as Kurtx did not say, nine 

books and as any authentic subject-matter authority will tell you, they are the 

be is books on the fact of the JA asoassination and on its official investigations. 

In thielt.ng this over I decided, without consultation with exthe to write you 
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about KraftS critidisms of no and of ny work first of all because if you ask 

Kraft to do what he should have (100 and clidA not do in his eupaoeed review, 

provide specifics rather than giving his uninformed opinions as unquestionable 

fact, you will get from that your own evaluation of the dependence or' the lack 

of dependence you can place on what Kraft wrote you. By this I am asking yodto 

ask him to provide either a copy of each alleetd error in my work or a cleat 

and an accurate citation to it along with the proof, not any opinion, of the 

error he claims to find in it. 

If he does this, as I doubt he will, you will get little or nothing other 

than an independent reading of Kraft on this subjecj'and of his lack of real 

subject-matter knowledge, despite his having written a book supposedly on it. 

Because of Kraft's slurs on me and on my work 1 provide what is fair and 

informed comment on his book and what acijresses whether ortVet Kraft's slurs 

are anything at All like the reality, tl.e reality that is in part represented 
by the copies of the official records that will be attached to this-or mailed 

you separately if that cannot be arranged. 

The first is the Journal of American history review of Kraft's book. It 

reports that as far back as then Kraft wan engaged in disparaging the work of 

other Uarren Commission critics. It states that there is virtually nothing of 

any consequence that is new and that the book's valid74points come from the 

vertfcritics Karts disParaged.Uncrodited, that can be plagiarism. aside from 

citations of a few of :raft's many factual errors in his book the reviewer also 

noted that for there to be any Possibility of the theory Kraft advanced after 

proclaiming that he never did that,"requires a feat of levitation that is neither 

recorded on any film of the assassination nor testified to by any eyewitnesses." 

Also enclosed is a copy of a page of Kurtz's testimony before the Assassi-

nation 1.-tecords Review Board by which Kraft asked to be heard. In it he goes AO 

big for one of the inaumerable fictions of the JR1C assassination, an alleged 

connection between the supposed Comeeeist Oswald with the fat-right extremist 

former PEI agent Guy BOpieter. Kraft sleatee that he saw them together in New 

n0Ormans, when he was in college there. But what Kraft did not trouble to examine, 

the dieelosed '13I New Orleans office assassination record which I rescued from 

oblivion by means of FOIA litigation, 'Share is no FBI record of this self-pro 	med 

patriot, Kraft, ever reporting that to the FBI. Some patriotism, some caring 

about the President that is! 

With regard to myself and my work, i established or helped establish several 

new precedent, and based on one of my dozen or so ;NIA lawsuit:: to make pubic 

that was withheld, the Uoneress amended the act in 1974, Les investigatory files 
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exemption, citeng what 1 proved in one of my early lawauits as requiring it. 

That amending of the Act is -what made FbI, Gie and similae ales accessible 

under FULL. 

Years before anyone else did it, when I was faced with FBI perjury in 

those lawsuitse  I did not confront that hiding behind any lawyer's filing. I 
put myself under oath so that if I erred or lied I would be subject to charges 

of perjury and under oath ateributed perjury to the FBI. The Department of 

Justice and the FBI "defense" against this specific charge of enrjurk is that 

\"could make such claims ad infinitin since he is perhaps core familiar with 
events surrounding the investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy 

than anyone now employed by the FBI." 
According to the BI and the Department of Justice '- knew more than anyone 

working for the FBI but according to Kurtz my work is overloaded with errors-

not a single one of which he cited. 

It will also give you an understanding; of what you got yourself into in 
what would ordinarily be a safe aseumetion, that a published college professor 
can be trusted to be accurate and honest, when you asked 'Kurtz for a peer re-
view, if you ask him to rather than give his opinion of pact libel in what 

'Axone wrote he provide you with the proof that Drone did Libel:, as he did not. 
However/ draft might not like what Shone wrote, t4;th is not libel and in each 

of those cases,Wrone write the factual truth. 
Kraft's inference that as scholarship or in writing there is an improper 

influence I .assert on Wrone is an infamous lie. All he asked of me was that 
I read the book as be wrote it to be certain there is no error in it

, 
 a normal 

practuee in non-fiction, normal, that is, other than among the Kurt's. Wrone 
was not the first to ask that of se. One of those whose books Kurtz criticizes 
Wroae for not cit 	l  i 	̀faders  edgest'shfenry Hurt, for one ezamplw, also 

did that. but what those who onk for a fee:1r review have no eway of knowing, there 
is not a word, not a single word, in the Hurt book, which was an entirely dif-

ferent book, that was sutitabie for use by Vrone. Kurtz cannot get it through his 

head that a feu, a verl few es us, adhere to and tfe the officially established 
fact rather than what we imagine in our writing. 

KartX does not even address the entirely different book that Wrone wrote and 

instead is critical of the biota he could have prefereed that krone write. 

If you have any questions or want any proofs, please ask. I do not have 
b,...r 	 e• and cannot use a computer 4 another dear frild, Dr. Gerald McKnight, head of 

the l'ood College history department, liveeinearby and does. His phone number is 

301-473- 5639. I do not know his computer number. -de lives on Shookstoen lioad, 
Predor-ick. I am certain he will not object and time now is very ereeious. '1 

:sincerely, Harold Weisberg ,L'-‘tArtitharip-4A, 
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Thee Briggs 1/3/00 letter 

Briggs likes the book, thiaks it is an inporta4 addition to the assns: ikation 
record for history, but aside from his belief than so: 11B of the words should be 
Changed to eliminate sarcasm and the like, he is clearly influenced in his be-
lief by the Kurtz skilled ax job which was clearly designed to disoourage pub- 

14.1./-1-Po libation and which is almost entirely =factual, coming from he own addition to 
assassination mythologies. One conspicuous example of this is the Driggs un-
queStioning acceptance of the entirely undocumented and entirely untruue allege 
ti that the manuscript 	or awo 	s libel. 	 IITI'CL#'44-1/1Y a4;164441—  

el Ole $4;1" 	(XIA/Y1 	+I 4/ 	4-*/ riggs s a taat the vi were "focus on what they consider factual errors," 
and this, too, reflects the influence of the Kurtz fabrications. His most common 
criticism of is iS kind relates to me and to ray work, but in not a single instance 
did Kurtz rove an example of what he says 34. error, abundant error in his 
fabrication, of my work. Nor in a single inat.:nce 	he offer any alleged 
proof of this alleged error. 

Whije there is no reason not to believe Brill' statgent of the problems 
he faces, making the changes Kurtz wants makes a different book of this and 
introduces factual error that is not in the manuscript. Publishers have the right 
Iro object to such things as the tone of the writing, and those with less than 
the necessary knowledge of the actual fact rather than the so-called theories 
and misinterpretations may be more inclined to do that, in this instance it 
appears that Briggs is influenced by the Kurtz criticisms, which are almost all 

baseless and none of which he documented with aaYloreef. Nfob 	 1-04141—  
r 	' I believe that if Briggs were to ask for this kind of documentation of what 

Kurtz made up, whether from subject-matter ignorancebfor from prejudice of ul- 
terior motive, what I say would be immediately apparent to one who has the 
gagftga subject-matter knowledge Kurtz liZAX does not have. 

Lurtz's willingness to consult with 'drone weans nothing and assumes that 
1-e-)  his invali 41 an undocumented criticisms are accepted as factual, which they 

are not for the most part. What should be required is validating Kurtz% 
4 criticisms, especially his allegations of factual error and of libel. would 

also introduce error where there is no error.,, It would at the  least delay the 
book's ap2eoranee and, aside from criticisms of style, '&4 with criticisms 
that are not accurate but reflect the Kurtz preconceptions, including og 
himself as Sherlock Holmes reborn. Kurtz may even believe: some of these m,ad- 
amp criticisms of his, but thlilseem designed todome as close as he Tres to 
diecaturar„Ing the publication of an important 

k
work on an important part of our 

hifisstory. Allegations of libel and  error whore there is none serve that end, -,_ 
not an honest end of a peer review. Kurtz is oily presumed tp be the peer that he is not. 
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Two of the acre glaring ilauatrationa of this are what Kurtz alleges are 
Wrone weaknosaes, acejudices or dangerz to a publisher. 

About whp .:rove said on page 162B:oats's brief comment is "Zesner lied." 
t 

Libelousrpnly one with an overwhelming ignorance of the supaosed assassination 
literature could raise any question at all about more than Poseris lying. This 
is illustrated by what Kurtz says about what Wrone sai 'bout two books. Kurtz begins 
that by stating that what 'drone said is, "again, a cheap and totally unjustified 
shot at numerous serious, responsible assassination researchers and scholars' 
who have uncovered much evitame and written highly incisive analyses. Wrone 
apparently thinks that even the work of his idol, Ravold Weisberg, Case Open, 

is not worthy of admiration, since it is not cited in the footnote."Jdefore continuing 
with those whAPse work is so ekoeptionally fine jpal pertinent, what Kurtz does not a_ 
say Ia that 	not only is not about the Zapruder film, it also refers to 
Posner as not only a liar, and, unaiko Kurtz, who imposes on trust, it proved 

c------ that he liftlies. More, he also called Posner a plagiarist, and documented that 
with irrefutable proof, with docnmantation, as aurtz clakdo here except by 
jishonestiea and to those who are nat 4kx subject-tatter experts and take higit 

1111 0 p0,,, ,f-h,,,,,tt 4, itia 4 44.4  /*A 	) his uninformed and prejudiced .00" 
airt......t have read Case Open and not known that he is quite iLnfair in 

.his made-up criticisl, a:la 4.: cannot be an authantio subject-matter expert 
and, especially with regard to the Zapruder film,speak so highly of the most 

indecent and enormous frauds, a ao-c led assassination litaraturd7444an the 
re-A1-4-  

K-47 ! 	 ..2 
 Lifton fabrication of the allege Ridnapaing and altering of the Presidant'apody. 

It made Lifton a fortune and itc ceived probably more americans than say book 
after the Report. If there is anything factak clad new in the Lifton book I do 
not recall it. I do recall that, aside from this indocunt fabrication of which 
Kurtz has so high an opinion, just about all else an the Lifton book that 

he claims he brouglirto light was published many years earlier. His contributor 
al 

is that monstrous tA4decency of the totall impossible body snatch. 

Nobody with an open mind can read LivIngstone's out 	o s books and not 
wonder if he is really rational, as he is not. He has bili,

il  
ugh nothing; new el  .al 

factual and correct and really relating to the assassination rather than tkella 
araat nu ber of conjectures and fabrications abou)it. As Kurtz does not let 
bother ht4if ha knew enough to know it- is that few books are as overloaded 
with repetitive libels 111.R.ellivingnets, as his personal behavior is even worse. .1. 

Livingstone and the Zapruder film? He phoned me after his second book had 
appeared and told La he was goilag to the Archives to look at t11:.  Zapruder film. 

I) 
When -I asked him i- ha had writaaen two fat books on the assassination without 
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looeing at that film, he confirmed it. Reluctantly, I told him about the two 

of the mine feamee the oommission was to have published and didn't and that 

they deerspeove wL,at he has been saying, so i did not think he'd want to see 
that. he insisted, I told him about the two frames immediatel after 1-.sine 334 
which are clear on the back of the 2reeident's head as he falls over ohThid 

wife and that they shot the back of the head intact, without any blood or even 

a hair  out of place. Two of these weeks late' bivingstone phoned me to thank 
r' 

me because thAose freees show exactl what I had said that was important know-

ledge for him. 37c soon he was inventing the most massive of conspiracies to 

alter the fi;4 Lie could not be wrong so the film had to be was his thinking, 
and this is the "literature" that Kurtz says is by"responOlg jegiagghers" 

Kurtz is critical of Wrone because he did not use them and their ego-tripping 

fabeications. 

Kurtz does include another of the academic assassination ignoramuses who 
con ider themselves Perry easons. he has the name wrong, it is Yetle_:, not 

end the mistaes in his mistitled Assassinetion science are blend 

beliefurtz does not Ag14451tzer's associate, Noel Twyman, close 

massive Bloody Treason was apparently self-published. It is'an exceptionally 
expensive printing job because of all the color pictures in it in particular 

and because of the extortionate fees charged by the ZacUruder heirs for the use 
of that file', These two books are so bad and so ignorant I have a book-length 

eeenscript I leeve as a record for cus history of their atrocities and ignorances 

and their fabricetions and those not original with tham.4144  

Where the other books Kurtz criticizes drone for not usin.:; make any reference 
to the Lapruder film at all it is incidental and not in any sense new. If accurate. 
Indeet4te Kurtz, who was not known to Briggs to be the nee-expert on the 

 td 
assassination that he intthat ho is a man dominated by his go and unable to hide 

rter 

that completely; chose book is intellectual and factual ribeieh 64±4.LB==AEbf 
tivw16 his self indictmentfor the geAme 	kinaccurately) attribea to othereeliiie sithout 

any false modesty, as thoueh 	without question i. not the assassination junk it 
w 4 ca. 

is but , like the others nameiabove, of "highly incisive analysesOhat, as tee 
reeview oat it in the 'Journal of i:..erican Hostory pointed out, inckudee the 

incredible Kurtz "hidlly incisive analyses" that has the shot allegedly biting 

the i'resieent in the 11..ak coming from below steeet level. Or bursting though 
the building's walls and the sideweik al or the street near it! "Incisive" 
is hardly tee word for this rant :asy, and meet ixIcrole lmouing the truth would 
not be inclined to find, this as coming from "serious, responsible assassination 

1>Ar r 
researehers, whick of course, Kurtz, the s.:oject-matter ipwranus, means himself. 

He refers to this assassination trash to which he is uncritically addicted as 
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necessary for 'drone dce: bay use itele irrelevant as most are and seriously 

eweadue ' 
inaccurate as the taielters-neeer-t—etel4 necessey for Wrone to use to exec Ives a rauc4 Lore 

balanced judgement in this manuascript." Using the action of the amposeible 

body snatch, etich is Lifton's mejoe contribution, c;Faiiial7the iked 

'reaident havina been shot from below 

which is perhaps the only major "nee" 

aq4: 
et 

impoosible account of how the illi . 

Continuing his ignorant and/ot dlehonest attack on Wrong..,  .says in 

obvious untruth "is not intender ,arcas an attack on Weisberg.," Kurtz misrepesents 

the surface of the sidewelks and roads, 
PLI(4.4e 

contribution by Lurtz. ut  4umales also 
41 
(lsted of killing Kennedy? 

what 'drone said about my books in his footnote on .=.:- 4a.A 
07 •-d he Jess in saying that 

. II 	 d a 	til!---' 
irthat "outrageously false cla5m was ori ' ly made by Weisberg,' ehat I did o. . 

publishe and ''.iron referred t4eurately, is tatkor the three and a half decades  
after my first book was publisher, neither about it nor ababout the other eight 

that followed it have I received a phone call or a letter from any one of those 

on the coma-m issions and committeeaabout whom I wrote so critically and criticized 

Alp severely in which he protested that I had been unfaia 	him in any way or 
\ 

had been inaccurate in what I wrotthe 
a 
ou-  him. 

This is the fact. I have irreeTheiletters written to me, all the 

criticism that ,:ere sent to no and tient what I state is the literally fact. 

But, omniscient as Kurtz would have it.believed that he is, havingever 
i4e 

41,-as .4,4 
been here or used the free access to all 	, with no cost or charge, 

aelait way of knowing, leave alone of proving , that his rpiarepeesentation of m t. 

I did sag "le an outrageously false claim." /3,4 )4 dal" /Lis. gel go 

Kurtz, who earned much adverse criticism from his ego-indul 	and 

unscholarly book, apaar ently judges works of a different ceara 	Ipookti 

that are factually corrept and oae entirely from the ficial evidence of which 
e&e•44 40 

be is so blissfully ignorant, - 'e  	erns d h as ook was faulted. 

It is conspicuous and it is hardly scholarhsip to say of his and the other 

books that range from the insane to the at best undependable and did not report 

on any duplication of what I did that 'rune's "d sole reliancelwhich it is not' 

on Weisberg. .leads him tipeeaually significant contributions of others." 

Like the ''''3;4:=./shOt that allegegliOtransitted the ire-idea-tie chest after 

14astine its way up from undergefund? Cr of the alleged snatching of the body? 

(jr the other innumerable errors and impossibioities in the worts he says Weene 

'dad "tunnel vision" not to use. 

This is fair sample of Kurtz's impartiality, his subjectematter knowledge 

wed of what he, with no false modesty, described as his oral} "reseoneible" and 

sieedficantlicontribution"ehen what he refers to is not on the Zapruder film 

and the Zapruder film is whet 'drone wrote about. 

44-1%. 



Those who consider publishik; on the assassination have every reason to 

believe that a college professor who also wrote a boe..k on the assassination/that 

was published by a univer:iity press would be an informed and dependable salurce 

of a peer review, but than 's not true in this case-4/1ot on this subject, of 
Aiet 

any more than perhaps ten i the entire world, and most publishers would have 
41, 

no way of knowing who they are. Briggs had every reason to believe that Kurtz 

is informed, impartial and that his would be a scholarly review. It is not a 

in any way. It is ignorauttlte is grossly inaccurate, his inaccurios transgresing 
• 1 

into lies, and it is not oasy not to believe that a.s serious factual errors 
dr'yi r 1-  

and the baseless troubles he predicts for this manuscript were4intended to A.oc6-44/1.-00 
,.../' 

pap the University Of Kansas Press from publishing the book-unless it was 
co 

converted into the historical and literary dLsai e.. 1.urtz himself produced. 
I 

Unless Wrong 141:ipto his mangsgriot what is notAthere now and would 
ot 	 1'1 	 i 

be there if he corrverted auto a liurtzianj to -Kurtz fir ought not be published. 
r 	 A 

Ttis consicuous that in his criticisms Kurtz generally includes no 

diroctuotation orno source, not a single one. That is not solid comentary 

of the kind on which a publishercan act t,mtedly depend. It may in this case 

prevent the publication of a unifue, valuable and accurate book on that 

great national disaster, the assassination of the President when such an 
....) 

assassination is a de facto coup d'ottt. 

If by any ashes Jrono inclflies what Kurtz, Ltvingstone, Lifton, hurt, 

Felmr4iho is r,ally Fetzfil and Summers wrote, and no self-respect 

writer w has any foundation in the basic, official fact would not do, his 
Letrl 	 tf,--.0 .e".1 	 Wmaie 	4t 

book 1-4-13. therby be inevitably T. 	ana •D{here 	it-6856%,az man. cript 
U% 

used only the official evidence at is not accurate it would become another 

of the gveat mass 	assassination gash that- has added to popular confusion 

and bewildarmente assassination. 

T,113t the country dog not need, and that no honest publisher should want. 

I wrote thig in haste and with many distractions and interruptions. In 

reading and correcting iiIyant to emphasize what I say =page two, that 

neither Ik!oci. Kurtz nor t:r;ekbe singlesbtzt, wlth himself, as serious and 

responsible reseurchobrought to light any aignificantgt about the asaasoi- 

nation thai- had not been publisher before t1(ir hooks were. Kurtz in partisular44:144447-  

With regard to the imagtaary Kurtz shot to the President's back, ir47that 

LA,J,Vignial and imlpossi-41s KurtZ.fabrication,i what he atributos to others and 
rt-Liw-tAtt ' 60.141 

a 	a f oar a 	fk what he wants 'Aron° to ad.:1 to Wrones boak, which is 

on t 	 '0 rh- 6,442A/ Nrd 141he4Zaprudor f l i ng (4- 



sib i At this point you phoned to tall ray the few and sificant criticisms 

Kurtgaid he based his criticisms of pe and my work on. 

With regard to that road—st4Ae correct reprosent,tien of the official 
evidence cited, at the tine I wrote it, 35 years zgo, in the book that followwed it 
I -aeported that the road stripes had been chanced by the repaving of the street 

ra.  qa 
and in -Sint Printed in facsimile th,  map. of before the repaving and the 

map of after the repaving. The stripes, obviously, were not where they had been 

after the repaving. 

Inherent in tgurtz's misrepresentation of the relationship between us is 
his belief that .w.oh when two work together on the same subject, one corrupts the 

other. He knows nothing about our relationship but in another 6-'1' his efforts to 

shake eonf' ice 	hat he wrote he writes about our relationship what is not 
anaal 

-11 Jo 	it •ue of so' relationship with any other, some of when have spent more 
searching in my files, to which all have unsupervised access and access to 

C14.4. copier. 
Most of those who have used my files are those with w m I know I will nOt 

agree. Like he John H. Darlirs of the fictional Mafia i 
r 

is 	r 

Livingstone, who had his research done by a Baltimore policeman. That policeman)  
who robbed ma extensively for David Lifton, for .them he also worked. He stole 
3r Lifton only conies of my critical commentary on Liftonle outrageously in-
decent and impossible wdrk. 

Obviously, J. could not corrupt those who did not believe as i did and who 

did not seef in the official records have w 	ar them. I saw 	em. 
ilin5L1 , 

aLkiLif *C. , On that, what liurtz does ilptiAri 	is what my work consists of. it is of 
nine printed books and more than two dozen book manuscripts that are a record for 

history. With my POIa litigationiL,  some o± which was 'precedontal and one of which, 
according to the legislative history persuaded the Congress to amend the Act in 
1974, brought to light about a third of a million once—withheld government 
assassination records. Of them about a quarter of a million came from the2BT and 
the liepartiont of Justice. Us univoasity got only a mall fraption of the t'st of them. 

And Kurtz never came to see or copy any of tibm or to ask me any questions, by 

43k mni3  or in person. 

On this subject, hertz is not even rational, leave alone informed, as he 

is not. 


